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Civil rights defense is often a necessary component for companies, cities, counties, and

other government agencies who are faced with claims that could damage their

reputation. When a person or group of people claim that civil rights violations occurred

in the workplace or elsewhere, the results can be extremely detrimental to the entity in

question.

To minimize this risk, work the dedicated Texas civil rights defense attorneys at Naman

Howell who have experience with a variety of cases concerning civil rights defense.

What Are Examples of Civil Rights Claims?

Individuals bringing civil rights cases upon a company or organization can claim a wide

variety of wrongdoings for numerous reasons.

Examples of civil rights claims include: 

● Policies and Procedures Deemed Unconstitutional

● FSLA Violations

● Failure to Train Adequately

● Use of Excessive Force

● A Cruel and Unusual Punishment

● Unlawful Detention

Difficulty of Defense

Due to the sensitive nature of civil rights defense cases, representation must be

thoughtful, ethical, and carefully crafted. Civil rights defense cases require not only a

deep knowledge of the law but also extensive experience working with the various

agencies requiring representation including and especially law enforcement agencies.

At Naman, Howell, Smith, and Lee, PLLC, we are unquestionably proud of our storied

heritage and experience with civil rights defense cases. It is this experience that provides

us with a distinct perspective used to create a collaborative and aggressive

representation strategy. We have the power, knowledge, and experience of a big firm,

but the collaborative, focused atmosphere of a small firm.
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Success Means Client Satisfaction

Our client's satisfaction is our number one priority and we work tirelessly to ensure that

we understand the specific details of each case and represent clients fairly, ethically, and

with confidence.

Trust the reputation of your company or organization to the professionals at Naman,

Howell, Smith and Lee, PLLC.

Civil Rights Defense


